Youth Program (YP) Rewards & Discounts

The following discounts are applicable for the summer of 2020 with policy and restrictions listed below.

*Registration Day Event Discount

10% off final cost for all who register on March 21, 2020

Registration for UMD KIDSROCK will begin on March 21, 2020 in Sports and Health Center 153 from 9:00AM – 1:00PM. All camp purchases made during the Registration Day Event, will receive 10% off your UMD KIDSROCK total bill. The UMD Student and Faculty/Staff Discount does not apply during this event. This discount cannot be paired with any additional percentage discounts offered by UMD KIDSROCK or the UMD RSOP Department; this offer is applicable to each week of KIDSROCK Camp and the Post Camp weekly fee.

*UMD Student and Faculty/Staff Discount

5% off final cost for all current UMD Students and Faculty or Staff members.

This percentage discount is applicable only if the purchaser or a member of the RSOP household account meets ALL three the following criteria at the time of purchase:

1) Current UMD Student, Faculty or Staff member;
2) Presents a valid UMD Student, Faculty or Staff U-Card;
3) Is the guardian of participating child or children being registered;

This discount cannot be paired with any additional percentage discounts offered by UMD KIDSROCK or the UMD RSOP Department; this offer is applicable to all weeks of KIDSROCK Camp and the Post Camp weekly fee.

* indicates “Coordinator Clause” – The RSOP Youth Program Coordinator has final authority to allow exceptions to listed policy or restrictions.